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Dehua county in Fujian province has rich history and culture, as one of three big 
ancient capital of our country. In recent years, Dehua county is more committed to the 
improvement of the ceramic culture tourist route. Today, Dehua also entered the new 
stage of marketization, scale, and intensive development, more than one-third of the 
population engaged in ceramic industry, industry development become the main 
direction. Gradually, large quantities of replication and the industrialization lead to 
Dehua ceramic although quality and high yield but facing a dilemma of "thousand 
porcelain only one form", the style of similar products gradually eliminated by the 
market, in mature technology but the absence of new idea, Dehua white porcelain 
technology development is also facing the market increasingly differentiation, 
unequal production problems. In the era of the transform and upgrade traditional 
manufacturing, ceramic industry has great potential, the cultural industry and tourism 
has natural industry correlation and mutual dependent. Dehua ceramics museum in 
Dehua county is a famous landmark, It's complete record of Dehua porcelain 
development and general situation, It's the important part of local culture industry. 
Along with the development of the tourism industry, the museum in addition to the 
display function of education, on the leisure and cultural communications also have a 
certain strength of influence, so It has the very big development space to development 
museum derivatives. Research topics in this context, I'm trying to combine both, 
tenhance the value of products in order to achieve the practice of the cultural creative 
theory on life. 
The architecture of this paper is discusses the creation motive and purpose, 
taking Dehua ceramics museum as the research design object, through data collection 
and field investigation, then inductive synthesis in Dehua history background and 
characteristic of ceramics industry with its cultural elements, the analysis of the 
cultural implications. Supplemented by other similar industries, the museum of the 
commodity development success stories as a comparison, and import it into cultural 
creative product design process, which considering the process characteristics, 
feasibility, user view and the function and so on, eventually developed accord with 
consumers expect, can show the inner core cultural implication and value of Dehua 
ceramics museum exclusive derivatives. Hope can take this to deepen the depth of the 
culture, tourism and culture, to the industry's mutual development, the possibility of 
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和销售盛况，成为历任知县和文人学士赋诗称颂的主题。2004 年 3 月浔中镇东
头杏脚窑出土的部分青花瓷器，与 2000 年“泰兴号”沈船出水的德化青花瓷也





表 1：2006 年国家级非物质文化遗产名录登记情况节录 
名称 德化瓷雕塑烧制技艺 
编号 ⅷ-11 所属地区 福建·泉州·德化县 
级别 国家级 类别 传统手工技艺 









                                                        






























































图 2-1：刻花白壶                         图 2-2：印花盘                  图 2-3：堆贴瓷筒 
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